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Abstract. Dung and Son [6] argue that specificity as a criterion for
resolving conflicts between arguments, is context dependent. They pro-
pose to use arguments to address the context dependency of specificity in
combination with a new special argumentation semantics. Unfortunately,
their solution is restricted to argumentation systems without undercut-
ting arguments. This paper presents a more general solution which allows
for undercutting arguments and allows for any argumentation semantics.
Moreover, the solution is applicable to any form a context dependent
preferences.

Keywords: specificity · argumentation · context dependent
preferences

1 Introduction

Specificity. Dung and Son [6] argue that specificity as a criterion for resolving
conflicts between arguments, is context dependent. They illustrate their point
with the following example:

1. Students are normally not married.
2. Students are normally young adults.
3. Young adults are adults.
4. Adults are normally married.

The first and the fourth sentence support contradictory conclusions. Given that
someone is a student, we can construct an argument for being an adult. Therefore,
being a student is more specific than being an adult, implying that the first
sentence is preferred to the fourth sentence [6,10,18,19]. However, knowing that
someone is a student and an adult but not a young adult, the specificity preference
should not be valid.

The solution that Dung and Son [6] propose, is:

1. to represent an argument by the defeasible sentences (the defeasible rules)
used to derive a conclusion,
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2. to let an argument attack a defeasible rule instead of other arguments,
3. to register the argument for a rule to be more specific than another rule (the

argument for the antecedent of the more general rule given the antecedent of
the more specific rule), and

4. to attack the more general rule based on specificity.

Applying this solution to the above example, the second sentence forms the
argument that the first sentence is more specific that the fourth sentence. If a
student is an adult but not a young adult, the second sentence is not applicable
(is attacked and defeated), and therefore the argument that the first sentence
is more specific than the fourth sentence, is not valid. Note that the first and
fourth sentence attack each other (rebuttal) and that the attack on the fourth
sentence based on specificity, ensures that the more general sentence (rule) is
defeated if the specificity argument is valid.

A problem with the solution of Dung and Son [6] is that it fails to handle
undercutting attacks correctly. Suppose that the first sentence is not applicable
for students from the country Utopia, and that we model this with an undercut-
ting attack. Given a student from Utopia, the first sentence in not applicable, but
because the first sentence is more specific than the fourth sentence, indirectly,
it still successfully attacks the fourth sentence. This is not what we expect.
The cause of the problem is that an attack based on specificity only considers
whether the situation in the first sentence (the antecedent of the first rule) is
more specific than the situation in the fourth sentence (the antecedent of the
fourth rule). It does not consider whether the more specific sentence (rule) is
applicable. Without undercutting attacks, this is not a problem because any
attacking argument will support the opposite conclusion. Consider for instance
the sentence: “Students from Utopia are normally married”.

To address the above outlined problem, we will investigate the following
solution:

– We use an argumentation system which handles arguments for inconsisten-
cies by constructing undercutting arguments that attack the application of
defeasible rules used in the arguments for inconsistencies [18,19]. This app-
roach is in line with the solution of Dung and Son [6] where a set of defeasible
rules represents the argument that attacks a defeasible rule. An advantage of
this argumentation system is the existence of a semantic tableau method for
generating arguments [21].

– We explicitly assume the absence of a preference when we construct undercut-
ting arguments that resolve derived conflicts (inconsistencies). In case of the
above example, we assume: “Students are normally not married” is not pre-
ferred to “Adults are normally married”, and assume: “Adults are normally
married” is not preferred to “Students are normally not married”. In the
absence of preferences, multiple undercutting arguments may be formulated,
which may result in multiple extension [18,19].

– We use explicit arguments for (specificity based) preferences. For instance an
argument for: “Students are normally not married” is preferred to “Adults
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are normally married”. These arguments may attack the assumptions men-
tioned in the previous item.

Context Dependent Preferences. Specificity is a special case of context depen-
dent preferences. Since a specificity preference is essentially not different from
other context dependent preferences, the above outlined approach may also be
used for general context dependent preferences. It will offer an alternate for sev-
eral approaches described in the literature [7,11,14]. These approaches have in
common that they use special procedures for handling the derived preferences.

– Prakken and Sartor [14] focus on the grounded semantics. They make use of
the property that the least fixed point of the characteristic function can be
computed by repeatedly applying the characteristic function, starting from
the empty set, to the result from the previous application. Each application
monotonically extends the set of ‘justified arguments’. The justified prefer-
ences after one iteration are used by the characteristic function to determine
justified arguments of the next iteration.

– Modgil [11] proposes a more general approach. He extends Dung’s is argu-
mentation framework in order to incorporate defeasible preferences over argu-
ments. The preferences are used to introduce a defeat relation, which is an
attack relation that is consistent with preferences supported by a set of argu-
ments. This definition has been criticized by Amgoud and Vesic [1], who
propose a modified definition that solves the problem they identified. Beside
introducing a defeat relation, Modgil adapts Dung’s definition [5] of an argu-
ment that is acceptable w.r.t. a set of arguments. Other definitions of Dung’s
argumentation semantics are not changed. Modgil’s approach leaves open how
preferences over defeasible rules are mapped to preferences over arguments.

– Dung et al. [7] present a different approach to handling defeasible preferences.
They allow an argument for a preference between two rules, to attack an
attack relation between two arguments that use the two rules, which they
call preference attacks. This approach makes it possible to use a standard
argumentation framework [5] given a set of preference arguments that we
accept. To select the set of preference arguments that we accept, Dung et al.
[7] formulate postulates for preference attacks and select the smallest set of
arguments supporting preferences satisfying these postulates.

The main difference between the approach investigated in this paper and
several other approaches is in the view of an argument. Following Dung [5], an
argument is often viewed as an atom. Although this offers important advantages,
one should keep in mind that an argument is defeasible because it is build using
defeasible elements, usually, defeasible rules [18,19]. Preferences are not about
arguments but about these defeasible elements. Therefore, an approach that
focuses on these defeasible elements may have benefits over other approaches.

Outline. The next section describes the preliminaries. It introduces the argu-
ments and the argumentation system used in the paper. Section 3 describes the
handling of context dependent (specificity) preferences and Sect. 4 evaluates the
proposed approach. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Preliminaries

This section presents the argumentation system that will be used in the discus-
sion of a general solution for context dependent preferences, including specificity.

We assume a standard logic such as propositional or predicate logic. The
language of the logic will be denoted by L. We also assume that the language L
contains the symbols � denoting true, and ⊥ denoting false. In case of predicate
logic, the set of ground terms is denoted by G.

Since this paper focuses on using context dependent preferences for resolving
conflicts between arguments, we need a definition of an argument. Toulmin [23]
views an argument as a support for some claim. The support is grounded in
data, and the relation between the data and the claim is the warrant. Here, we
use the following definition.

Definition 1. A pair A = (S, ϕ) is called an argument where ϕ is said to be its
conclusion, and S is a set said to be its support; its elements are called supporting
elements. It is worthwhile observing here that this definition is very general and
a many pairs might be qualified as arguments.

In case of propositional and predicate logic, the support S is a set of propositions
from the language L. Generally, S contains the set of premises used to derive
the supported proposition ϕ. So, S � ϕ. In special applications, such as Model-
Based Diagnosis, we may restrict S to assumptions about the normal behavior
of components.

We may extend a standard logic with a set of defeasible rules. Defeasible
rules are of the form:

ϕ � ψ

in case of propositional logic, and of the form:

ϕ(x) � ψ(x)

in case of predicate logic. Here, ϕ is propositions from the language L, ψ is
either a proposition from the language L or a negated defeasible rule of the
form: not(η � μ), and x is a sequence of free variables. The free variables
denote a set of ground instances of the defeasible rule ϕ(x) � ψ(x). We do not
use the universal quantifier because the rule is not a proposition that belongs to
the language L. It is an additional statement that need not be valid for every
ground instance.

The defeasible rules ϕ � not(η � μ) and ϕ(x) � not(η(x) � μ(x)) are
called undercutting defeaters [12]. These undercutting defeaters specify the con-
ditions ϕ and ϕ(x) under which the defeasible rules η � μ and η(x) � μ(x)
respectively, are not applicable.

We use Σ ⊆ L to denote the set of available information and we use D to
denote the set of available rules. Moreover, we use D = {ϕ(t) � ψ(t) | ϕ(x) �

ψ(x) ∈ D, t ∈ Gn} to denote the set of ground instances of the defeasible rules
with n free variables in case of predicate logic, and D = D in case of propositional
logic.
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Defeasible rules are used in the construction of arguments. Whenever we have
a support S ′ for the antecedent ϕ of a defeasible rule ϕ � ψ, we can create a
supporting element (S ′, ϕ � ψ), which can be used to support ψ. The arguments
that can be constructed are defined as:

Definition 2. Let Σ ⊆ L be the initial information and let D be a set of defea-
sible rules. An argument A = (S, ψ) with premises Ā, defeasible rules Ã, last
defeasible rules �A, supported proposition (claim/conclusion) Â, and supporting
propositions Ŝ of Â, is recursively defined as:

– If ψ ∈ Σ, then A = ({ψ}, ψ) is an argument.
Ā = {ψ}. Ã = ∅. �A = ∅. Â = ψ. Ŝ = {ψ}.

– If A1 = (S1, ϕ1), . . . , Ak = (Sk, ϕk) are arguments and {ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} � ψ,
then A = (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sk, ψ).
Ā = Ā1 ∪ · · · ∪ Āk. Ã = Ã1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ãk. �A = �A1 ∪ · · · ∪ �Ak. Â = ψ.
Ŝ = Ŝ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ŝk.

– If A′ = (S ′, ϕ) is an argument and ϕ � ψ ∈ D is a defeasible rule, then
A = ({(S ′, ϕ � ψ)}, ψ) is an argument.
Ā = Ā′. Ã = {ϕ � ψ} ∪ Ã′. �A = {ϕ � ψ}. Â = ψ. Ŝ = {ψ}.

A = (S, ψ) is a minimal argument iff (1) S is a minimal set such that Ŝ � ψ,
and (2) for every (S ′, α � β) ∈ S, (S ′, α) is a minimal argument.

Note that for every argument, there exists a corresponding minimal argument
supporting the same conclusion.

This abstract representation of arguments is based on the representation of
arguments proposed in [18,19]. It assumes that the derivation relation � of the
underlying logic is sound and complete. This ensures that inconsistencies do not
remain hidden because of the chosen formulation. A reasoning process, called an
argumentation tableau, which is based on the construction of a semantic tableau,
has been proposed for this argumentation system [21].

We will use a graphical representation of an argument for human readability.
The argument for an inconsistency:

A = ({({({p ∨ q,¬q}, p � r), ({s}, s � t)}, r ∧ t � u),
({v}, v � w),¬(u ∧ w)},⊥)

is graphically represented as:

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p ∨ q
¬q

∣∣∣∣− p � r

s � s � t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
− r ∧ t � u

v � v � w
¬(u ∧ w)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

− ⊥

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Here, Â = ⊥, �A = {r ∧ t � u, v � w}, Ã = {p � r, s � t, r ∧ t � u, v � w},
Ā = {p ∨ q,¬q, s, v,¬(u ∧ w)} and Ŝ = {u,w,¬(u ∧ w)} with A = (S,⊥). Note
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that we use � in the graphical representation to denote standard deduction. We
will use |◦ instead of � for derivations that are neither deductive nor the result
of applying a defeasible rule, as in Definitions 3, 4 and 5.

When an argument for an inconsistency is derived1, one of the defeasible rules
is not applicable in the current context. If no defeasible rule is involved in the
argument for the inconsistency, one of the premises is invalid. In both cases we
will use a strict partial order < on the defeasible rules D and on the information
in Σ to determine the rule and premise that is invalid, respectively. Note that
context dependent preferences will be added in subsequent sections and < can
be an empty set of preferences. Following [15–19], we formulate an undercutting
argument for the culprit. That is, an argument attacking every argument that
uses the culprit.2

Definition 3. Let A = (S,⊥) be an argument for an inconsistency. Moreover,
let < ⊆ (Σ×Σ)∪(D×D) be a strict partial order over the information Σ and over
the defeasible rules D. Finally, let A′ = (S ′,not(ϕ � ψ)) and A′ = (S ′,not(σ))
denote the arguments for an undercutting attack of a defeasible rule in D and a
proposition in Σ respectively.

– If Ã �= ∅, defeat the weakest last rule. For every ϕ � ψ ∈ min<( �A) with
(S ′′, ϕ � ψ) ∈ S, A′ = (S\(S ′′, ϕ � ψ),not(ϕ � ψ)) is an undercutting
argument of ϕ � ψ ∈ D.

– If Ã = ∅, defeat the weakest premise. For every σ ∈ min<(Ā), A′ =
(S\σ,not(σ)) is an undercutting argument of σ ∈ Σ.

Note that min<(·) need not be unique because < is a strict partial order. Also
note that all undercutting arguments for elements in min<(·) attack each other.
Finally, note that S\(S ′, ϕ � ψ) is an argument for ¬ψ, and that S\σ is an
argument for ¬σ.

The undercutting arguments define an attack relation over the arguments.
We denote the attack relation over a set of arguments A by −→ ⊆ A × A. An
undercutting argument A = (S,not(ϕ � ψ)) attacks every argument A′ for
which ϕ � ψ ∈ Ã′ holds. Moreover, an undercutting argument A = (S,not(σ))
attacks every argument A′ for which σ ∈ Ā′ holds. We denote the attack of A
on A′ by A −→ A′. The set of all derived arguments A and the attack relation
over the arguments −→ ⊆ A × A determine an instance of an argumentation
framework (A,−→) as defined by Dung [5]. We can use one the semantics for
argumentation frameworks to determine sets of valid arguments; i.e., the argu-
ment extensions. See for instance: [2–5,8,9,20,24].

1 Arguments for inconsistencies cover rebutting attacks.
2 Note the difference between an undercutting argument and an undercutting defeater.

The former is an argument for not using a proposition or a defeasible rule, and the
latter is a defeasible rule specifying a condition under which another defeasible rule
should not be used [12].
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3 Context Dependent Preferences

We first address specificity, which is a specific form of context dependent pref-
erences. Next we discuss general context dependent preferences. We conclude
with a description of the changes to the argumentation system described in the
previous section.

3.1 Specificity

Specificity is the principle by which rules applying to situations that are more
specific, override those applying to situations that are more general. In other
words, what holds in a specific situation may represent an exception on what
holds in the more general situation. To determine whether we have a specificity
preference between two defeasible rules, we must determine whether the situation
in which one rule is applicable, implies the situation in which the other rule is
applicable. For this we may use the general knowledge described by the defeasible
rules D and by the background knowledge K ⊆ L. Therefore, to determine
whether a rule ϕ � ψ is preferred to a rule η � μ based on a specificity
preference, we have to check whether we can construct an argument for the
antecedent η given the antecedent ϕ, using the defeasible rules D and by the
background knowledge K [6,10,13,19,22].

Suppose that we have the defeasible rules D = {ϕ � ψ, η � μ, ϕ � η} with
{ψ, μ} ∪ K � ⊥. Then, assuming ϕ, we can construct an argument for η:

Aη =
[
ϕ � ϕ � η � η

]

This implies that the situation described by ϕ is more specific than the situa-
tion described by η, and therefore, ϕ � ψ must be preferred to η � μ because
of specificity [6,10,13,18,19,22]. Of course, we must make sure that the situa-
tion described by ϕ is strictly more specific than the situation described by η.
Therefore, given η, we should not be able to derive an argument for ϕ.

There are two aspects that we need to consider using this approach. First,
for no sub-argument A′ = (S ′, α) of Aη, Ŝ ′ may be inconsistency [6]. If Ŝ ′ is
inconsistent, a rule in �A′, and therefore a rule in Ãη must be defeated. To give
an illustration, the following specificity argument for η is not allowed:

Aη =
[

ϕ � ϕ � α � α � ¬β
ϕ � ϕ � β

∣∣∣∣− η

]

Second, the specificity argument Aη supporting that ϕ � ψ is preferred to
η � μ may not be defeated by another argument [6]. Repeating the example
mention in the Introduction, suppose that we have the defeasible rules: students
are normally not married, students are normally young adults, and adults are
normally married.

student � ¬married
student � young adult
adult � married
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The first and the last rule support conflicting conclusions. Since being a student
is more specific than being a young adult, which is more specific than being an
adult, the first rule should be preferred to the last rule.

A =
[
student � student � young adult � adult

]

However, if we know that someone is a student and an adult but not a young
adult, then this specificity preference is no longer valid for this student.

The following definition specifies the argument for the specificity preference.

Definition 4. Let D be a set of defeasible rules, let K ⊆ Σ be the background
knowledge, let ϕ � ψ, η � μ be two rules in D, and let Aϕ = (Sϕ, ϕ) be an
argument for ϕ.

A = (S, η � μ < ϕ � ψ) is an argument for preferring ϕ � ψ to η � μ
based on specificity if and only if

– given the information {ϕ} ∪ K, there exists an argument Aη = (Sη, η) (note
that Āη ⊆ {ϕ} ∪ K),

– for no sub-argument A′ = (S ′, α) of Aη, Ŝ ′ � ⊥,
– given the information {η}∪K, there does not exists an argument A′ = (S,′ ϕ)

(note that Ā′ ⊆ {η} ∪ K), and
– S is the result of replacing every occurrence of ϕ in the support Sη by the

support Sϕ.

Since ϕ may not be part of the given information (i.e., ϕ �∈ Σ), the last item in
the above definition ensures that we have a proper argument for the specificity
preference.

As an illustration, consider the defeasible rules D = {α � ϕ,ϕ � ψ, ϕ �

η, η � ¬ψ} and the available information Σ = {α}. Given ϕ, we can derive the
argument Aη =

[
ϕ � ϕ � η � η

]
. Clearly, Āη ⊆ {ϕ} ∪ K. Moreover, Aη has no

sub-arguments supporting an inconsistency, and we cannot derive an argument
A′ for ϕ with Ā′ ⊆ {η} ∪ K. Therefore, ϕ � ψ is preferred to η � ¬ψ based
on specificity. Using the argument Aϕ = [α � α � ϕ � ϕ], we can construct the
following argument for this preference:3

A = [α � α � ϕ � ϕ � η |◦ η � μ < ϕ � ψ]

There are two practical issue concerning Definition 4 that we need to address.
Definition 4 contains a consistency test and a derivability test. Both tests can
easily be carried out for proposition logic, for instance using the argumenta-
tion tableau [21]. However, since predicate logic is semi-decidable, these tests
raise a problem. Fortunately, an argumentation based approach offers a solu-
tion. Because in the last item of Definition 4, we construct a proper argument
A = (S, η � μ < ϕ � ψ) for the specificity preference of which the premises Ā

3 In argument A we use the symbol |◦ to indicate that the preference η � μ < ϕ � ψ
does not deductively follow from η in the support: S = [α � α � ϕ � ϕ � η].
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are a subset of the given information Σ, for each sub-argument of Aη support-
ing an inconsistency, there is a corresponding sub-argument of A supporting an
inconsistency. When this sub-argument is derived, Definition 3 is applied ensur-
ing that this inconsistency is avoided, thereby addressing the consistency test.

The derivability test, needed to ensure that the specificity preference is strict,
forms a bigger challenge. We can address it by adding to the definition of the
preference argument A in Definition 4, the assumption, denoted by the keyword
assume , that there is no valid preference for the opposite. If we do derive an
argument for such a preference, it will attack argument A. Based on the above
suggested ways to handle the two issues, we modify Definition 4.

Definition 5 (Definition 4 revised). Let D be a set of defeasible rules, let
K ⊆ Σ be the background knowledge, let ϕ � ψ, η � μ be two rules in D, and
let Aϕ = (Sϕ, ϕ) be an argument for ϕ. Moreover, let assume(X) denote the
defeasible assumption that X holds.

A = (S ∪ {assume(ϕ � ψ �< η � μ)}, η � μ < ϕ � ψ)

is an argument for preferring ϕ � ψ to η � μ based on specificity if and only if

– given the information {ϕ} ∪ K, there exists an argument Aη = (Sη, η) (note
that Āη ⊆ {ϕ} ∪ K), and

– S is the result of replacing every occurrence of ϕ in the support Sη by the
support Sϕ.

3.2 General Context Dependent Preferences

The previous subsection introduced arguments for specificity-based preferences.
By allowing rules that specify preferences between defeasible rules in D or
between initial information Σ, we enable the derivation of arguments supporting
other types of preferences. There are different ways in which we can introduce
rules that specify preferences. Here, we choose to extend the definition of a defea-
sible rule. Alternative choices are special strict rules, or even extending set of
atomic propositions used to define the language L with special atomic propo-
sitions that specify preferences between rules in D or between information in
Σ. The first alternative is not considered here because it requires a new type
of rules that is not a part of the recursive definition of the language L, and the
second alternative is not considered because it introduces more expressiveness
than needed. So, we allow for additional defeasible rules in D of the form:

α � (η � μ < ϕ � ψ) and α(x) � (η(x) � μ(x) < ϕ(x) � ψ(x))

where {η � μ, ϕ � ψ} ⊆ D and {η(x) � μ(x), ϕ(x) � ψ(x)} ⊆ D in case of
propositional and predicate logic respectively. We also allow for defeasible rules
of the form:

α � (ϕ < ψ)
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where {ϕ,ψ} ⊆ Σ. These additional defeasible rules allow us to construct argu-
ments for preferences that are not based on specificity.

Since we are considering strict preferences, opposite preferences must be
inconsistent. So given arguments A = (S,X < Y ) and A′ = (S ′, Y < X),
we can construct a new argument A′′ = (S ∪ S ′,⊥) for an inconsistency. This
argument for an inconsistency is handled in the same way as other arguments for
inconsistencies. Another point is the transitive closure of arguments. If desired,
a rule for combining the arguments for preferences X < Y and Y < Z, can be
added.

3.3 The Argumentation System

The derivation of (specificity-based) arguments for preferences requires an adap-
tation of the argumentation system introduced in Sect. 2. Since preferences are
used in resolving derived inconsistencies, Definition 3 must be adapted. A prob-
lem that we need to address is that an argument for an inconsistency can be
derived before deriving an argument for a relevant preference that can be used
to resolve the inconsistency. For this reason we propose to resolve the inconsis-
tency by explicitly assuming the absence of preferences between relevant defea-
sible rules or relevant pieces of information. If an argument for a preference is
derived, it will attack the assumption of its absence. Therefore, we propose the
following adaptation of Definition 3.

Definition 6 (Definition 3 revised). Let A = (S,⊥) be an argument for
an inconsistency. Moreover, let < ⊆ (Σ × Σ) ∪ (D × D) be a strict partial
order over the information Σ and over the defeasible rules D. Finally, let
A′ = (S ′,not(ϕ � ψ)) and A′ = (S ′,not(σ)) denote the arguments for an
undercutting attack of a defeasible rule in D and a proposition in Σ respectively.

– If Ã �= ∅, defeat the weakest last rule. Let M = min<( �A⊥) be the set
of least preferred last rules for the inconsistency given the fixed preference
relation <. For every ϕ � ψ ∈ M with S = (S ′′, ϕ � ψ) ∈ S,

A′ =
(S\S ∪{assume(η � μ �< ϕ � ψ) | η � μ ∈ M\ϕ � ψ},not(ϕ � ψ)

)

is an undercutting argument of ϕ � ψ ∈ D.
– If Ã = ∅, defeat the weakest premise. For every σ ∈ min<(Ā),

A′ =
(S\σ ∪ {assume(δ �< σ) | δ ∈ min<(Ā)\σ},not(σ)

)

is an undercutting argument of σ ∈ Σ.

4 Evaluation

We will evaluate the proposed approach for handling context dependent (speci-
ficity) preferences
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1. by looking at formal properties of proposed approach,
2. by evaluating several problematic examples that have described in the liter-

ature,
3. by addressing the postulates of Dung et al. [7],
4. by comparing the proposed approach with related proposals.

4.1 Formal Properties

The approach proposed in this paper is based on the introduction of assumptions
that no other last rule has a lower preference (Definitions 5 and 6). We can relate
this to the original argumentation system described in Sect. 2. The following two
proposition describe the relation. The first proposition addresses how the original
argumentation system relates to the modified argumentation system.

Proposition 1. The introduction of assumptions that no other last rule has a
lower preference, does not change the original argumentation system if we ignore
attacks on the assumption by arguments supporting preferences.

Proof. If we remove the attack relation of arguments supporting preferences on
assumptions, the assumptions about the absence of preferences have no func-
tion. They can therefore be removed from the arguments. This corresponds to
replacing Definition 6 by Definition 3. Therefore, the same arguments extensions
will be generated given an argumentation semantics.

The second proposition addresses the relation between a fixed preference
order and a derived preference order.

Proposition 2. In the absence of arguments attacking arguments for prefer-
ences, we can encode the specificity preference using the fixed preference relation
< over defeasible rules and use the original argumentation system instead of
the new argumentation system. Both argumentation systems will give the same
result.

Proof. To prove the proposition, we will show that for every argument extension
with undercutting arguments generated by Definition 3 there is corresponding
argument extension with undercutting arguments generated by Definition 6, and
vice versa.

In the absence arguments attacking assumptions in preference arguments, the
preferences are strict. Moreover, in the absence of arguments attacking preference
arguments, the preference arguments will all be justified and belong to every
extension. Let < encode the preferences supported by these justified preference
arguments.

– Let A be a set of arguments and let arguments for inconsistencies be addressed
by generating undercutting arguments using Definition 3. Moreover, let E be
an argument extension for the set of arguments A according to one of the
argumentation semantics. For every undercutting argument A = (S,not(ϕ �
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ψ)) ∈ E that is not the result of applying an undercutting defeater, ϕ � ψ
must be a least preferred last rule in an argument A⊥ for an inconsistency
given the preference relation <. It is also al least preferred last rule given
the original empty preference relation, and therefore there is an undercutting
argument A′ = (S ′,not(ϕ � ψ)) generated by Definition 6 such that Ã = Ã′.
Let E ′ be the extension that is the result of replacing all arguments A by A′

in E . Because ϕ � ψ is a least preferred last rule in an argument A⊥ given <,
there is no preference argument attacking an assumption in the undercutting
argument A′. Hence, replacing A by A′ does not affect the attack relation
of the argumentation framework, and therefore, E ′ a valid extension of the
adapted argumentation framework according to the chosen argumentation
semantics, and E ′ supports the same conclusions as E .

– Let A be a set of arguments and let arguments for inconsistencies be
addressed by generating undercutting arguments using Definition 6. More-
over, let E ′ be an argument extension for the set of arguments A according
to one of the argumentation semantics. For every undercutting argument
A′ = (S ′,not(ϕ � ψ)) ∈ E that is not the result of applying an undercutting
defeater, ϕ � ψ must be a last rule in an argument A⊥ for an inconsistency.
Since all arguments for preference arguments are justified, all preferences
arguments belong to the argument extension E ′. Since A′ belongs to E ′ too,
no preference argument attacks an assumption in A′. Therefore, for no other
last rule η � μ of A⊥, η � μ < ϕ � ψ. Hence, there is an undercutting
argument A = (S,not(ϕ � ψ)) generated by Definition 3 given the prefer-
ence relations < such that Ã = Ã′. Let E be the extension that is the result
of replacing all arguments A′ by A in E . Replacing A by A′ does not affect
the attack relation of the argumentation framework, and therefore, E a valid
extension of the adapted argumentation framework according to the chosen
argumentation semantics, and E supports the same conclusions as E ′.

4.2 Problematic Examples

Approaches proposed in the literature use examples to motivate their proposal
and to falsify previously proposed approaches.

The Extended Example of Dung and Son. We investigate Dung and Son’s exam-
ple of a context dependent specificity preference [6]. We use the defeasible
rules D:

student � ¬married
student � young adult
adult � married

Given the information Σ = {student , young adult → adult}, we can construct
the following relevant arguments:
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A1 = [student � student � ¬married � ¬married ]
A2 = [student � student � young adult � adult � married � married ]

A3 =

[
student � student � ¬married

student � student � young adult � adult � married

∣∣∣∣− ⊥
]

A4 =

[
student � student � ¬married

assume(student � ¬married �< adult � married)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(adult � married)

]

A5 =

[
student � student � young adult � adult � married

assume(adult � married �< student � ¬married)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(student � ¬married)

]

A6 = [student � student � young adult � adult ]
A7 = [student � student � young adult |◦ adult � married < student � ¬married ]

Note that it is a coincident that the hypothesis student in arguments A6 is an
element of the information Σ. To indicate that student is a hypothesis that is
used to derive an argument for the specificity preference, we underline student .
Also note that A6 is an auxiliary argument that is only used to derive A7 and
has no role in the final set of arguments.

Argument A4 attacks arguments A2, A3 and A5 (A4 −→ A2, . . .), argument
A5 attacks arguments A1, A3 and A4, and argument A7 attacks argument A5.
Without the specificity argument A7, both the stable and the preferred semantics
give us two argument extensions: {A1, A4} and {A2, A5}. The two extension
indicate that we do not know whether the student is married. After deriving the
specificity argument A7, we have only one argument extension: {A1, A4, A7}.
The latter extension indicates that the student is not married.

If we also know that the student is an adult but not a young adult:
Σ′ = {student , adult ,¬young adult , t, young adult → adult}, we can derive the
following additional arguments:

A8 = [adult � adult � married � married ]

A9 =

[
student � student � ¬married

adult � adult � married

∣∣∣∣− ⊥
]

A10 =

[
student � student � ¬married

assume(student � ¬married �< adult � married)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(adult � married)

]

A11 =

[
adult � adult � married

assume(adult � married �< student � ¬married)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(student � ¬married)

]

A12 =

[ ¬young adult
student � student � young adult

∣∣∣∣− ⊥
]

A13 = [¬young adult |◦ not(student � young adult)]

These additional arguments extend the attack relation. Arguments A4 and A10

both attack arguments A2, A3, A5, A8, A9 and A11, argument A5 and A11

both attack arguments A1, A3, A4, A9, A10, argument A7 attacks arguments
A5 and A11, and argument A13 attacks arguments A2, A3, A5, A7, and A12.
Given these attack relations both the stable and the preferred semantics give
us two argument extensions: {A1, A4, A10, A13} and {A2, A5, A8, A11, A13}. The
two extensions indicate that we do not know whether the student is married.

Extending the information Σ with Utopia student and the defeasible rules D
with Utopia student � not(student � ¬married), we can derive the argument:

A14 = [Utopia student � Utopia student � not(student � ¬married)
� not(student � ¬married)]
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This argument attacks arguments A1, A3, A4. As a result we have only one
argument extension: {A2, A5, A14}. This extension indicates that the student is
married. Note that we do not consider arguments A8, . . . , A13 here because we
do not use the information that the student is an adult but not a young adult.

The Example of Modgil. Modgil formulates his motivating example in terms
of natural language sentences with which he associates arguments and attack
relations [11]. We first need to reformulate his example in the language of a
logic. We choose propositional logic to keep things simple.

– Today will be dry in London since the BBC forecast sunshine: bs � d.
– Today will be wet in London since CNN forecast rain: cr � w.
– additional information: bs, cr and ¬(d ∧ w).
– The BBC is more trustworthy than CNN: bt � (cr � w < bs � d)
– Statistically CNN is a more accurate forecaster than the BBC:

ca � (bs � d < cr � w)
– additional information: bt and ca.
– Basing a comparison on statistics is more rigorous and rational than basing

a comparison on your instincts about their relative trustworthiness:
� � (bt � (cr � w < bs � d) < ca � (bs � d < cr � w)).

Using the formulation of the problem in propositional logic, we can derive
the following arguments:

A1 = [bs � bs � d � d ]
A2 = [cr � cr � w � w ]

A3 =

⎡
⎣

bs � bs � d
cr � cr � w

¬(d ∧ w)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
− ⊥

⎤
⎦

A4 =

⎡
⎣

bs � bs � d
¬(d ∧ w)

assume(bs � d �< cr � w)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
◦ not(cr � w)

⎤
⎦

A5 =

⎡
⎣

cr � cr � w
¬(d ∧ w)

assume(cr � w �< bs � d)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
◦ not(bs � d)

⎤
⎦

A6 = [bt � bt � (cr � w < bs � d) � cr � w < bs � d ]
A7 = [ca � ca � (bs � d < cr � w) � bs � d < cr � w ]

A8 =

[
bt � bt � (cr � w < bs � d)
ca � ca � (bs � d < cr � w)

∣∣∣∣− ⊥
]

A9 =

⎡
⎣

bt � bt � (cr � w < bs � d)
assume(bt � (cr � w < bs � d) �<

ca � (bs � d < cr � w))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
◦ not(ca � (bs � d < cr � w))

⎤
⎦

A10 =

⎡
⎣

ca � ca � (bs � d < cr � w)
assume(ca � (bs � d < cr � w) �<

bt � (cr � w < bs � d))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
◦ not(bt � (cr � w < bs � d))

⎤
⎦

A11 = [ � � � (bt � (cr � w < bs � d) < ca � (bs � d < cr � w)) �
bt � (cr � w < bs � d) < ca � (bs � d < cr � w)]
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Argument A4 attacks arguments A2, A3 and A5, argument A5 attacks argu-
ments A1, A3 and A4, argument A6 attacks argument A5, argument A7 attacks
argument A4, argument A9 attacks arguments A7, A8 and A10, argument A10

attacks arguments A6, A8 and A9, and argument A11 attacks argument A9.
Given these attack relations both the stable and the preferred semantics give
us one argument extension: {A2, A5, A7, A10, A11}. Hence, today will be wet in
London since CNN forecast rain.

The Example of Amgoud and Vesic. Amgoud and Vesic [1] argue that Modgil’s
approach [11] can result in extensions of which the arguments support inconsis-
tent conclusions. These inconsistencies are not visible at the level of the argu-
mentation framework because arguments are viewed as atoms. The solution of
Amgoud and Vesic is to reverse the attack relation. This solution can be invalid
if the attack relation is a result of applying an undercutting defeater.

The approach described in this paper correctly handles the motivating exam-
ple of Amgoud and Vesic [1]. Since this example is formulated in terms of natural
language sentences with which argument and attack relations are associated, we
first need to reformulate the example in the language of a logic.

– This violin is expensive since it was made by Stradivari: s � e.
– additional information: s
– The violin was not made by Stradivari: ¬s.
– since the first statement is from an expert while the second is from a child,

we have the preference relation: � � ¬s < s.

Using the formulation of the problem in propositional logic, we can derive
the following arguments:

A1 = [s � s]
A2 = [s � s � e � e]
A3 = [¬s � ¬s]

A4 =
[

s
¬s

∣∣∣∣− ⊥
]

A5 =
[

s
assume(s �< ¬s)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(¬s)
]

A6 =
[ ¬s
assume(¬s �< s)

∣∣∣∣◦ not(s)
]

A7 = [ � � � ¬s < s � ¬s < s]

Argument A5 attacks arguments A3, A4 and A6, argument A6 attacks argu-
ments A1, A2, A4 and A5, and argument A7 attacks argument A6. Given these
attack relations both the stable and the preferred semantics give us one argument
extension: {A1, A2, A5, A7}. Hence, this violin is expensive since it was made by
Stradivari.
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The Example of Dung, Thang and Son. Dung et al. [7] use the following example
formulated in predicate logic extended with defeasible rules.

Sherlock Holmes is investigating a case involving three persons P1, P2 and
S together with the dead body of a big man. Furthermore, S is a small
child who cannot kill a big man and P1 is a beneficiary from the dead of
the big man.

Dung et al. [7] provide the following information and defeasible rules about the
case:

1. The knowledge that one of the persons is the murderer is represented by three
strict rules:
Inno(P1 ) ∧ Inno(S ) → ¬Inno(P2 )
Inno(P2 ) ∧ Inno(S ) → ¬Inno(P1 )
Inno(P1 ) ∧ Inno(P2 ) → ¬Inno(S )

2. The legal principle that people are considered innocent until proven otherwise
could be represented by three defeasible rules:
� � Inno(P1 )
� � Inno(P2 )
� � Inno(S )

3. A “rule-of-thumb” for the investigation is to find out whether the possible
suspects have any motives and to focus the investigation on the one with
strong motive to commit the crime. Such “rule-of-thumb” can be represented
by two conditional preferences:
Has Motive(P1 ) ∧ ¬Has Motive(P2 ) � (� � Inno(P1 ) < � � Inno(P2 ))
Has Motive(P2 ) ∧ ¬Has Motive(P1 ) � (� � Inno(P2 ) < � � Inno(P1 ))
The rules state that if Pi has a motive and Pj (i �= j) does not have a motive
then the default that Pj is innocent is more preferred than the default that
Pi is innocent.

4. A good reason for having a motive to kill is to be a beneficiary from the dead
of the deceased:
Beneficiary(P1 ) → Has Motive(P1 )
Beneficiary(P2 ) → Has Motive(P2 )

5. Peoples are normally assumed not to have motives to kill:
� � ¬Has Motive(P1 )
� � ¬Has Motive(P2 )

6. The information that S is a small child and P1 is a beneficiary from the dead
of the big man is represented by the information:
Inno(S ),Beneficiary(P1 )

After deriving all relevant arguments and attack relations for the above exam-
ple4, we can identify one extension for both the stable and the preferred seman-
tics, which supports the conclusion that person P2 and child S innocent and
person P1 is not innocent.
4 We do not have the space to list all relevant arguments and attack relations implied

by the example.
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4.3 The Postulates of Dung, Thang and Son

Dung et al. [7] introduce postulates that an argumentation system for context
dependent preferences must obey. They use their postulates to deciding which
arguments for preferences are valid. So, arguments for preferences are evaluated
in a different way compared to arguments that do not support preferences.

The postulates proposed by Dung et al. are not relevant here because they
specifically address arguments for preferences attacking attack relations. This is
not the approach used here.

4.4 Related Approaches

Of all approaches for context dependent (specificity) preferences, only the work
of Dung and Son [6] and of Prakken and Sartor [14] are related. Other approaches
focus on preferences between arguments without looking at the structure of the
arguments [1,11] or fucus on arguments for preferences attacking attack relations
between arguments [7].

The relation with the approach of Dung and Son As pointed out in the Intro-
duction of this paper, Dung and Son [6] propose that the argument for one rule
being more specific than another rule, attacks the application of the more gen-
eral rule. In the absence of undercutting defeaters, the here proposed approach
can be related to the work of Dung and Son [6].

Proposition 3. Consider the more restricted language used by Dung and Son
[6] where facts are literals, the antecedents of strict and of defeasible rules are
conjunctions of literals, and consequences of strict and of defeasible rules are
single literals.

In the absence of undercutting defeasible rules5, the special stable semantics
in the approach of Dung and Son [6] gives the same results as the here proposed
approach under the standard stable semantics.

Proof. We prove the proposition by showing that a preference attack on a more
general defeasible rule in the approach of Dung and Son corresponds one to
one with a preference attack on an assumption in the undercutting argument
attacking the application of the more specific defeasible rule.

Dung and Son define an argument as a set of defeasible rules Δ ⊆ D. They
distinguish two types of arguments, namely arguments for propositions and argu-
ments for preferences. For each argument Δ defined by Dung and Son, there is a
corresponding argument A in the argumentation system used in this paper such
that Δ = Ã, and vice versa.

Dung and Son consider pairs of arguments supporting conflicting conclu-
sions, which correspond one to one with arguments for inconsistencies given the
restricted language. The only relevant case of conflicting arguments is where

5 Note that we are not referring to undercutting arguments that we use to resolve
conflicts/inconsistencies.
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both arguments have a last defeasible rule, ϕ � ψ and η � ¬ψ respectively.
These two arguments attack each other by conflict, and therefore both cannot
belong to an extension at the same time.6 A preference argument concerning
ϕ � ψ and η � ¬ψ attacks by specificity the most general rule of the two in the
approach of Dung and Son. Since an extension in Dung and Son’s approach is a
maximal conflict-free set of defeasible rules, both types of attacks correspond to
undercutting arguments. The attack by conflict correspond to the undercutting
arguments that are generated by Definition 6. The attack by specificity does not
have a direct corresponding undercutting argument in the here proposed app-
roach. Instead a preference argument attacks the assumption that the other rule
has no lower preference. This has the same effect as an undercutting attack on
the more general rule. Because the undercutting arguments generated by Defi-
nition 6, attack the application of defeasible rules, a maximal conflict-free set of
defeasible rules used by Dung and Son [6], corresponds to a stable extension of
the stable semantics, and vice versa.7

The Relation with the Approach of Prakken and Sartor. Prakken and Sartor
[14] introduce arguments for context dependent preferences and make use of a
property of the grounded semantics, namely that an extension can be computed
by iteratively applying the characteristic function, to incorporate the preferences
between rules in the grounded extension. In case of the grounded semantics, the
here proposed approach gives the same result.

Prakken and Sartor use general logic programming rules that are defeasible
or strict. We do not have such rules in a defeasible theory. Instead of using
general logic programming rules, we can als use strict and defeasible rules plus
undercutting rules that attack the application of defeasible rules. This is the
representation that is assumed in the following proposition.

Proposition 4. Consider the more restricted language where facts are literals,
the antecedents of strict and of defeasible rules are conjunctions of literals, and
consequences of strict and of defeasible rules are either single literals or negations
of defeasible rules.

The here proposed approach supports under the grounded semantics the same
conclusions as the approach proposed by Prakken and Sartor [14].

Proof. We will prove the proposition by induction on the application of the
characteristic function: E =

⋃
i>0 Gi with G0 = ∅ and Gi = F (Gi−1).

Induction Hypothesis: Let Gi be the justified arguments after i iterations of the
adapted characteristic function defined by Prakken and Sartor [14]. Let G′

i be

6 An extension is a maximal conflict-free set of defeasible rule in the approach of Dung
and Son.

7 In the original version of the argumentation system used in this paper
[18,19], a stable extension was defined as the fixed point of a function
DR(X ) = {ϕ � ψ | A ∈ A, X ∩ Ã = ∅, Â = not(ϕ � ψ)} returning a set of defeated
rules if X is a set of defeated rules. A − X is a maximal set of default rules given
the definition of an extension used by Dung and Son [6].
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the justified arguments after i iterations of the standard characteristic function.
Gi ⊆ G′

i and all arguments in G′
i\Gi are generated by Definition 6. Applying the

characteristic function, the only interesting case is a pair of conflicting arguments
for which we have derived a preference relation for the last rules of the two
arguments.

Induction Step: Let A1 and A2 be two argument supporting opposite conclusions:
one of them supporting p and the other ¬p, and let r1 and r2 be the last rule of
A1 and A2 respectively. Moreover, let all sub-arguments of A1 and A2 be justified
in Gi. Finally, let A3 ∈ Gi be a justified argument for the preference r1 < r2.
Then according to the adapted characteristic function described by Prakken and
Sartor, A2 will be acceptable w.r.t. Gi, and therefore will belong to Gi+1.

The here proposed approach will first derive an argument for an inconsistency.
From this argument, Definition 6 will generate two undercutting arguments A4

and A5. Argument A4 will undercut the use of the rule r1 assuming that r2 �< r1
and argument A5 will undercut the use of the rule r2 assuming that r1 �< r2.
The justified preference argument A3 for r1 < r2 will attack A5. Therefore, A4

will be justified, which attacks undercut the use of the rule r1. Hence, argument
A1 and the argument for the inconsistency will not be justified, and arguments
A2 and A4 will be justified and therefore belong to G′

i+1.

5 Conclusion

We have investigated a new way of handling context dependent (specificity) pref-
erences. Undercutting arguments in which we explicitly assume the absence of
preferences between defeasible rules or between premises, handle the arguments
for inconsistencies in the proposed approach. These undercutting arguments can
be attacked by arguments for preferences. The approach is intuitively simple and
can handle examples that have been used to motivate alternative approaches.
We therefore conclude that the propose approach is able to adequately handle
context dependent (specificity) preferences. Moreover, because the approach is
intuitively more simple than alternative approaches that have been proposed in
the literature, the proposed approaches is to be preferred over the alternatives.
Finally, we conclude that it is important to consider the defeasible elements that
make up an argument instead of viewing the argument as an atom.
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